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MINIATURE FIGURINES LIMITED
Manufacturers of fine cast Military Models for Wargamers

TRUE

SCALE

FIGURES

We stock

MINIATURE
FIGURINES

5 mm

25 mm

30 mm

Some of the many Retailers stocking MiniFigs, the figures made by Wargames Artists for the
Artistic Wargamer who wants Quality. Quantity and a constant scale to 6 feet.

AEROMODELS.
20 Gordon Strut,
LUTON

THE ARMOURY,
I Fisher Road.

KEMPS OF GOSPORT.
17 North Cross Street.
GOSPORT

BRIAN SHERRIFF.
65 John Strait.
ABERDEEN.

BRIAN SHERRIFF.
35 Cowgate.
DUNDEE.

BANCROFT MODELS.
1 Walton Road.
WOKING

COUNTY MODELS,
96 r,iv Street.
TRURO

A. ALEXANDER. TOYTUB.
rOCU.Rxbutn Plice.
EDINBURGH.

B.E.T.A. MODELS.
27 Blakey Moor.
BLACKBURN

MODELLERS DEN,
2 Lower Borough Willi.
BATH.

MODELLERS DEN.
65 Fairfax Street.
BRISTOL.

MODELLERS DEN.
42 Albion Street.
CHELTENHAM.

THE STAMP SHOP.
343 Linthorpe Road.
MIDDLESBROUGH.

RYE STAMP SHOP.
190 Rye Lane.
LONDON. S.E.I5.

ROOMES STORES. HOBBIES SUPPLIES.
Station Road. 540 Hi,-l Road.
UPMINSTER. Chiswick. LONDON.

MUSKETS & PISTOLS. CITY MODELS & TOYS,
84 St. Dunttan-s Street. 8 Elliott Street.
CANTERBURY. LIVERPOOL, 2.

MODEL FIGURES & HOBBIES. MODEL CENTRE.
8 College Square North. 337 Bury Road.
BELFAST. BOLTON.

MODEL & HOBBY CONSORTIUM, REGIMENTAL.

363 Lewisham High Street. 2 Castle Street.
LEWISHAM, S.E.I3. KINGSTON-ON-THAMES.

MODEL SHOP, BEDWORTH ART SUPPLIES.

92 Claypath.
DURHAM.

4 Coventry Road.
BEDWORTH.

MODELS & MILITARIA.
164 Town Street.
Horsforth. LEEDS.

COTSWOLD STAMP CENTRE,
119 Cricklade Street.
CIRENCESTER.

STAMP SHOP.
H. A. BLUNT & SONS.
133 The Broadway.
LONDON. N.W.7.34 St. Nicholas Cliff.

SCARBOROUGH.

TURNERS MODEL SHOP.
STAMP SHOP, 14 London koad.
22 Stonejate. DOVER.
YORK.

MICHAEL'S MODELS.
TAYLOR & McKENNA, 646/648 HiEh Road.
46 Friars Square. North Finchley. LONDON.
AYLESBURY.

FARNBOROUGH MODELS & TOYS
MODEL SHOP. 3 Flrerove Parade.
19/23 Upper Stone Street. Victoria Road.
MAIDSTONE. FARNBOROUGH.

WINDSOR MODELS. LANCASTER MODEL SHOP,
33 St. Leonards Road. 8 China Street.
WINDSOR LANCASTER.

BALLARD BROTHERS. HARLOW MINIATARIA.
133 School Road, 32 Hljh Street.
Mosely. BIRMINGHAM. OLD HARLOW.

TRAIN SHOP, MINIATURE FIGURINES,
4 Bertram Road. I00A St. Mary Street,
BRADFORD. SOUTHAMPTON.

Should you have difficulty in obtaining the required figures, write direct to us. With over
2.000 different figures, the Retailers find it impossible to stock every one. but will assist you in
every way possible. CATALOGUE 25p.

28/32 N0RTHAM ROAD, SOUTHAMPTON
Telephones: SOUTHAMPTON 20855 WEST END 4651 (after 7 p.m.)

MODEL
SOLDIERS

MADE BY

MODELLERS

FOR MODELLERS
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Ko.126 September 197?.

EDITORIAL

Disturbing reports have re ched ice about
some relatively large-scale forgeries in the
North of England of figures, principally made
by Miniature Figurines. Quite a full range
are 3aid to have been on sale in a hobby shop
while a wargames club have extensively pirated
these figures and are sellin,- then amongst
their own Members. Although unthinking war-
gamers might shrug their shoulders and consid
er it a smart movp, this practice is a griev
ous body-blow to the hobby. In the first case
where they are being manufactured and sold in
shops, the figures are said to be profession-
oily cast on a centrifugelizing machine and, i
because their makers are also avoiding purchase
tax, they are being sold at a much lower price '•
than the authentic figures. Undoubtedly t'i3
is unscrupulous and unlawful whilst the war-
games club, in their attempts to be clever,
are literally biting the hand that, feeds them,
as those purchased from the makers because the master-models used to make the pirate
moulds are ordinary shop-bought figures, lacking the fine -raving and definition of
the original master 30 that the pirated finished products will be a much inferior
product, lacking definition and therefore harder to paint. Thus, to buy these
figures is not really obtaining n bargain.

The price at which manufacturers sell their models is about as low as possible
when the high price of metal plus purchase tax is taken into consideration. If
manufacturers are not supported then they will just go out of business or at least
severely curtail their ranges and output. A glance at the "Must Lists" of past
Newsletters will rapidly reveal the immense enterprise and productivity of manu
facturers. Not only is this worthy of support but if you cut their throats by buy
ing inferior pirated figures because they are a bit cheaper, then the supply will
just dry up because no one is going to work at a loss!

If you can provide any reliable or helpful information about this pirating, that
will aid in its suppression, then send it to me - it will be treated in complete con
fidence and your name will not be connected with the affair in any way. Regardless
of commercial rivalry, all the reputable manufacturers are united in th^ir concern

over this unethical threat and their determination to stamp it out.

This is a small hobby that has incredibly flourished, largely due to the enter
prise of manufacturers who hove given wargamers vast ranges from which to choose.
Don't kill the goose that lays the golden eggs!

Subscription Rates:-

BR*
V.ono oi' these fi.-ures car. be as ,:ood

don FEATir:-:R.'-:Tc-;rn.

£2.10p in the United Kingdom: Overseas £2.25p (#6.00 in U.S.A.
#6.20 in Canada - including 3ank Handling Charge)

WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER is edited and published from:-
69 Hill Lane, Southampton, Hampshire, England, SOI 5AD



NOTES ON U.S. CAVALRY

by

Jim Groholski

The 1st Dragoon Regiment was born on March 2nd, 1833,
when Congress merged the Mounted Rangers with the cadre of
the 1st Dragoons. Oh that date also, the United States
Cavalry was born.

U.S. Dragoons 1st Regiment 1834.

The uniform of the 1st Regiment of Dragoons is described
as follows:-

Dark blue double breasted coat, gilt buttons, blue-grey
trousers, yellow stripes along outside trouser seams. Black
shako (similar to British Lt. Dragoon), silver eagle in front
ju3t below a silver star. The cords were gold, pompom was
white and the silver star was centred just below it. The
Dragoons wore black ankle boots, silver spurs and a sabre and
musketoon. The uniform wa3 completed by a yellow sash around
the waist, black belts, black silk socks and white gloves.

Officers wore the same type uniform, insignia of rank on
epaulettes and repeated on forward corner of collar. Officers
scabbard was black ending in gilt tip, 3abre hilt was silt.
The sabre hilt was wound about with gold or silver cord3 with U.S,C(\\/ftL.&*{ Full^Rc^
drooping rope hanging from the guard. \L^ a1-&-03.

Troopers sabre hilt and scabbard were all black with yellow ropes wound about
as for officers.

Organisation (circa 1850).

Regiments were divided into three squadrons of four troops each. The Regiment
was commanded by a Colonel, second-in-command was a Lieutenant-Colonel. Three
Majors commnnded the squadrons and 1 Captain, 1 1st Lieutenant and 1 2nd Lieutenant
commanded each troop. Regimental strength varied from 900 to 1,200 men.

In 1855, the Western Military forces consisted of 126 companies of infantry and
five regiments of Horse. These regiments were:

1st Dragoons
2nd Dragoons
Mounted Rifles

1st Cavalry
2nd Cavalry.

The only major differences between the various types was in name and dress, not
in function. The only difference in dress between the Cavalry, Mounted Rifles and
Dragoons was that the Dragoon wore a double breasted coat. Trim on the coats also
differed; Dragoon trim was orange, Mounted Rifle trim was green and Cavalry trim was
yellow.

1861.

In 1861 at the outbreak of the Civil War, the 3rd Cavalry Regiment was author
ised. At this time also, the mounted arm was reorganised and all regiments were
designated Cavalry.

1st Dragoons became the 1st Cavalry
2nd Dragoons became the 2nd Cavalry
Mounted Rifles became the 3rd Cavalry
1st Cavalry became the 4th Cavalry
2nd Cavalry became the 5+.h Cavalry
3rd Cavalry became the 6th Cavalry



Trooper* of the Glh (asairs an- shown in n dismounted
drew, review at Fori Huachuca. Arizona in the Int.- IhSOs.
Noticeable are Use spiked and plumed 1'rus-iaii-style heir
mcts adopted during this period for dress occasions.

fith Cavalry troopers drill in Indian fighting techniques
and perimeter defense in the Arizona Territory In 1SK0.
Trooper is using a Spencer repeating Carbine, model I860
while officers supervise. Peal may have been Fort Apache.
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its 100 years of continuous active service. troops
6th U. S. Cavalry have been everywhere. Here

. pauses at the Great Wall of China near the .Ming
as it battled during the Ilo.xcr Rebellion in 1900

• ^ :

The 61h U. S. (avalrv. in their first combat action of the
Civil War. prior to the Seven Days llaltle. clashed with
Confederate General Jeb Stuart successfully. The action
took place near Williamsburg Virginia, on May 9. 1862.

HlW**}.«* ^ a I :»;
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This phot,, shows a group of 6th Cavalry officers during
the I'ine Ridge Campaign of 1891 in South Dakota. The ar
row points to a black-hatted officer at rear (with mus-
tache). He is Lieutenant John J. I'ershing, 6th Cavalry.

The past and the present meet at Fort Knox, Kentucky.
The crew of a II troop lank halt to look over Mb Cavalry
trooper of 1861-65 vintage. Ceremonies at the V. S.
Army Armor Center will mark their 100th anniversary.



FIRING INTO

THE BROWN!

The Indian cavalry were tolerable - one had,
of course, heard of the Bengal Lancers, Skinners'
Horse, Probyn's Horse and the Guides, when it came
to polo, some of them could even teach the 9th
Lancers a thing or two. The Gurkhas, too, were
invested with a certain glamour: their soldiers Men ofihe 7Snd Htahl d <Se f nh
were small, grinning Mongolian men, who struck ibeSthCnrkhaimal^oM^oTaeBeneiY-
terror into their enemies with curved knives called "Wended Pdwu Kotai in December. 1878.
kukris. The Sikhs, too, sounded mildly interesting because it seemed that they had
some strange religion which forbade them to cut their hair or shave their faces.
But the British officers of the rest, Baluchis, Punjabis, Pathans, Rajputs, Dogras,
Nahrattas, Garhwalis, were lumped together under the heading of 'black infantry' -
people to be regarded with tolerant pity.

"The Vanished Army" Tim Carew.
*******

The first serious cavalry reverse of the Middle Ages was at Courtrai in 1302
where a Flemish infantry army of pikemen destroyed a French army of knights, when
the horsemen's charge bogged down in a stream so that they were helpless against
the long and heavy pikes.

*******

After the Cardwell Reforms of the early 1880"s, the new British army became so
closely associated with the lesser colonial campaigns of the age that it seemed to
have been created for that specific purpose. These little expeditions could never
have been actuated by any profound motives of patriotism; they were never fought for
great national causes. There was never a Peninsula, a Waterloo, or even a Crimea to
stir the warlike emotions, but only a small distant campaign, often punitive in
character, which had become normal in the protection of trade interests. Occasion
ally, it is true, there was the stimulus of the rescue of some hard-pressed colonists
or of a garrison beleaguered by bloodthirsty tribesmen.

Consequently it was l»ft to the traditions of the past, the old standards of

Casualties were generally very light, although on rare occasions they might prove
most unpleasantly severe. In these actions the quality of the soldier counted for
much; at any time he might be engaged in a gamble for life or death in the face of a
primitive and not seldom barbarous foe. Thus war was regarded as a form of sport, a
very dangerous sport. But it had its rewards - great awards and public applause for
officers: perhaps a good deal less for the men in the ranks! Accordingly it was
treated as a gay sort of war, almost a matter for rejoicing.

*******

The Egyptian War of 1882 revealed the poor quality of the swords and bayonets
of the British Army for the poor quality of steel causing blades to be broken or bent
in action. A Committee was appointed to investigate the complaints and the standards
of the weapons improved. About that time, Enfield were unable to meet the whole of
the demand for swords and bayonets so that an order was placed in German firms at the
famous 3word manufacturing centre of Solingen.

*******

HINT OF THE MONTH:

To be successful with Research Group rules you don't have to think very much -
just learn fast!

Stephen Douglas.

*******

ADVERTISING RATES IN THIS MAGAZINE

Full page ... £6.00 (#16.00). Quarter page ... £1.50p (#4.00).
Half page ... £3.00 (#8.00). Eighth page ... 75p (#2.00).

Classified adverts lp (2 cents) per word.



READERS' FORUM
YOU WRITE

TO US

"With reference to M.B.Pollard's letter in the Newsletter, June '72; I feel he
is being rather unfair to Modernist wargamers, some of whom must wish that he could
hive of sometimes with his 19thC wargamcs. Considering three important factors I
think that I can prove he was unjustified in submitting it.

The first is that the Newsletter is a magazine for those who fight battles with
model soldiers. The era of the soldiers is unspecified and 30 each period must have
a right to some space in the magazine.

Secondly if Mr. Follard counts the proportion of articles in the Newsletter over
the past four years he will find the following result:-

Before 1000 AD - $~J>; 1000-1500 - 2.5#| 1500-1700 - 3.7^'; 1700-1800 - 14.8?$}
1800-1815 - 24fo; 1815-1900 - 29^j 1900-1970 - 205a.

This shows that '''r. Pollard's favourite reriod is well covered, beim; the high
est $.

Even over the last 12 months, Modern has only risen to 23/' while Napoleonic and
19thC have stayed at 24'/^ and 29f-.' respectively. If anyone has the right to scream it
is those interested in 18thC since coverage of this period has dropped by over £ to
7",' in 4 years. However, after saying all this I must add my third point, that Don
as the editor can only use articles sent to him and so much of the content is dicta
ted by the magazine's readers which I would consider as democratic as is possible.
So personally I feel that the magazine serves its main function - to serve its
readers the best it can.

To close I must say that although many of the articles are written by the
readers, to edit them all must become a tiresome job sometimes and with such little
reward. In other words the malcontents should either keep quiet or perhaps try
starting a magazine of their own and see how well they get on."

A. Dalton of Lancashire.

"I have been reading the various articles over the last few years re board-
gaming being American rather than British. I feel it really is a red-horring. I
have several simulation games and have adapted one for use with figures. In so
doing one banishes arguments about range, how far the wood extends, etc., etc. All
of which tend to make a game drag. As to your comments on Strategy and Tactics'
new policy, I find all conflicts of interest - I suspect the new boardgame on the
Presidential election is more what S. & T. have in mind than a university riot game.
Your objections would apply I feel to not using Nazi German armies as they were in
volved with Gestapo murders, or not using Assyrian armies for their unsavoury habits
with prisoners.

I suspect political games (as well as business games) will remain on boardgames
as no one will want to naint senators, Presidents, aides, etc., for a political game
with figures. These games tend to be rather more removed from the actual conflict.
So I find it quite essy to play "Grunt" in which the Viet-Cong player uses peasants
as cover and the American thinks nothin,- about Hapalm-ing whole villages, shelling
wide areas unseen, and various other dirty tricks. In conclusion I find with S. &
T. one takes the rough with the smooth, each issue has excellent quantative details
but is usually weak on qualitive judgements, especially with its anti-British bias."

Charles Vasey of Guisborough.

"I always feel that the Newsletter keeps its finger on the pulse of wargaming
- its democratic format making the subscriber feel that he is a part of the magazine,
unlike other magazines whose space is fairly well monopolised by a few regular con
tributors. So all power to the Newsletter - may it remain healthy for many summers
to come."

J.S.Pox of Belfast.



"I always marvel at the amount of information contained in each issue. I parti
cularly enjoyed the article on the Danish Army in the May issue. Hopefully in the
coming year we will be treated to some additional writings in a similar fashion on
other armies of various periods. I wish you could entice Mr. Houghton to write some
additional essays to carry on the theme from his "At the Colonel's Table". I have
re-read them many times.

13 it possible to include the outside dimensions of the tables in the various
battle reports? It.would be very helpful in trying my own versions. I have been
a little dismayed at the differences in 25mm/20mm wargame size figures. Could you
write an article on comparing the sizes of the various figure manufacturers in
England. It would be a big help to us here in the United States and elsewhere in
the world in selecting figures. At the present time I have to resort to getting
some samples and seeing how they fit in with "Der Kriegspielers" and Airfix figures."

Joseph P. Seliga of New Jersey, U.S.A.

*******

"Just recently with exams and the like work has been too pressing for me to
spend any time painting, with the result that my small Napoleonic force has not
grown at all recently. The only way I can indulge myself is by reading the News

letter. Ta±s Summer I hope to be able to fight a couple of games. There are a
group of us here in S.Vales each of whom i3 collecting a Napoleonic army. None of
us has been collecting Napoleonics long so at the moment our plans for large scale
battles using different allied forces are very much in embryo. Still whilst we
•Wight not have time to paint we read with the result that when we come to fight we
shall feel that much more equipped. I think it is a factor that is often forgotten
in wargames, particularly when one aiproaches a new period. Especially if that
period i3 popular with other wargamers there i3 a danger that one suffers from
"received doctrine", and that one feels knowledgeable when one has only a cursory
knowledge. We have all found this to be the case. Ve have plans to write something
Napoleonic but at the present time is short and when we meet we are too busy catch
ing up with other business to sit down and put words on paper. Still you never know
something may come out soon.

I may be wrong but people just do not seem to be contributing the way they used
to. There is too much bickering and back biting, not enough thought 8bout actual
wargames. Ian Scott of Cardiff.

6

Warrior
metal miniatures

Send 5p for catalogue

G.R.Seton

23 Grove Road
Leighton Buzzard, Beds.

NEW 25mm VARGAME FIGURES

ANCIENTS

Al 1 Indian Archer with bamboo bow.

Al 2 Indian with spear and shield.
AR 12 Roman Aux. in wolfskin with shield and spears.
AR 13 Roman Legionary throwing Pylum.
G § Greek Archer.
G 10 Hoplite advancing with sword and shield.

ENGLISH CIVIL VAR

EC 30 Officer with Halberd.
EC 31 Standard Bearer - soft hat.
ECC13 Dragoon - capable of being a foot figure.

FOOT - 6p. CAVALRY - 14p. CANNON - 25p.

Postage: Orders under £5 add 10$. Over £5 free.



NORMAN NEWTON LIMITED

PROUDLY ANNOUNCE

A BREAKTHROUGH
IN

'STADDEN' MINIATURES

30mm and 54mm range now available at the
newly introduced lowest prices ever.

Regardless of where you live a personal visit to
Tradition to see our wonderful range

would pay for itself.

Sorry no list available

3QMM VARGAMES FIGURES

INFANTRY - 10p each

MUSICIANS, OFFICERS - 20p each

CAVALRY - 60p each

TRADITION 188 PICCADILLY LONDON Wl
Telephone: 01-734 1352



by

Newell Chamberlin

The year 1971 has not been a remarkable one from the point of view of the read
er of military history - at least in the United States, because most of the military
books available hero' have been written and produced in England first such as 3ene
North's "Military uniforms" which is now available in the States in a Bantam Books
edition in paperback, iiorth's book is, of course, a fine piece of work and one hopes
that collectors hero will get copies for their libraries. Another book which re
cently came out in an American edition is a novel, "Dando on Delhi Ridge" by William
Clive (Putnam, Mew York, #5.95)• It is a good novel, well-detailed and fast-moving,
although as most novels nowadays, interrupted here and there by splashes of sex.
Jhatever happened to the corking good tales a la Buchan? I, for one, hope br.Clive
continues to produce his historical novels and, who knows, Dando may become the
epitome of the 60th Jootl

Another series of inexpensive books which had their origins in England is the
i^llentine Series, "The Illustrated History of the Violent Century" under the general
editorship of Barrie Pitt. These volumes are very well done, contain many illustra
tions that are not well-known (so many photos are used over and over again) and the
price of #1.00 each is very reasonable. I was particularly impressed by Major J.R.
Sibley's 'Tanganyikan Guerrilla: East African Campaign 191*t-19l8" which is Campaign
Book No.20 in the series. The photos are fine and the text equally so. John
Kaegan's "August 191V is another fine contribution to the series on './orld .tar I.

For naval buffs U.J.Marcus' "The Ace of Nelson" (Viking, K.I. #10.00) is a must.
This is naval history in the best of style, informative but not pedantic, and not
over-burdened by little diagrams showing ships at various stages of battles. (The
diagrams are present but not in the numbers one usually finds). Certainly anyone
interested in the French Kevolutionary and Napoleonic periods would find Marcus' book
an interesting addition to his library.

Perhaps the most interesting development in the publishing of militaria these
days is the vast number of reprints of earlier works, especially in the military
print area. In this country most of the work is done by obscure firms or privately
;;nd it is difficult to keep up with what is being done. Again, England takes the
lead in this with such firms as Arms and Armour Press and Mueller, the latter which
h:-.s produced Simkin's work on the British Yeomanry uniforms before 191^. Nothing
comparable has been don.- in this country so far, although an outstanding work came
out this year - "Frederic Remington and the Spanish-American Jar" by Douglas Allen
(Crown, Ii.Y. #10.00). This contains 100 of lemington's pre-war and war drawings nlus
text.

I can recommend a book which I think few of your readers will have noted: "The
_ong Carry: The Jar Diary of Stretcher Bearer Frank Dunham 1916-1918" edited by R.H.
Haigh and P../.Turner (lJergamon 1'ress, Oxford, 60/). This is a mattor-of-fact account
of a man who served in the 7th London .">egt. There are no heroics here, and one finds
a certain amount of "underplaying" in the writing, and it is only through some of the
excellent notes by the editors that one realises the very high rate of casualties
amongst regimental stretcher bearers during the war. This book covers an '-spect of
iorld War I not usually encountered.

© DAWN PATROL [W
The first workable and complete rules for First World War Air Combat. It con

tains complete statistics for the aircraft of the period, which can be used either
with models or with the counters provided. These rules accurately reflect each
plane's strengths and weaknesses. Rules are provided for observation, collisions,
evasive manoeuvres and many other rules to duplicate the conditions of 1914-18 sir
combat. Price is #2.50 or £1.00 post paid from Kenneth Smigelski, 34 Diamond Street,
Brooklyn, NY, 11222, U.S.A.



COUNSELS OF WAR.

by

Philip J.Haythornthwaite

Over the last few issues there have been var

ious articles, letters, etc., which have refuted
the superiority of the British soldier over his
opponents, particularly in the Napoleonic period.
May I say at the outset that though I may sound to
some like a flag-waving, xenophobic jingoist, I
hope the question can be considered impartially.

Firstly, it is quite true that the British
Army in the Peninsular War was far from being a model of good discipline, and inci
dents like the sacking of Badajos are inexcusable by any standards. But when it came
to action, I firmly believe that no other army in the world could have achieved what
the British did. In the latest edition of the "Newsletter" there is a quotation
from Welling - perhaps the most mis-quoted line in history. Wellington had (perhaps
rightly) no high opinion of his soldiery until it came to action; and the correot
quotation was as follows:-

"They are the scum of the earth and it is really wonderful that we should have
made of them the fine fellows they are. With such an army we can go anywhere and do
anything."

To mis-quote thi3 does not do justice to either Wellington or his men.

But this is not just my opinion; below are those of more qualified persons:-

"The English...stand by one another, and after often seen to die together. They
are spirited...and have plenty of boldness...if things are going in favour of the
enemy, they preserve good military discipline." Robert Flud 1617.

"I must...do right to all the officers and men I had the honour to command.
Next to the blessing of God, the good success of this campaign is owing to their ex
traordinary conduct." Marlborough 1704.

"Have particular attention to that part of the line which will endure the first
shock of the English troop3." Louis XIV to Villeroi 1706.

"I have seen what I never thought to be possible - a single line of infantry
break through three line3 of cavalry ranked in order of battle, and tumble them to
ruin." Marshal de Contades on the Battle of Minden 1759.

"There is no beating these troops, in spite of their generals. I always
thought they were bad soldiers; now I am sure of it. I had turned their right,
pierced their centre and everywhere victory was mine, but they did not know how to
run." Marshal Soult on the Battle of Albuhera 1811.

"The British infantry is the best in the world; fortunately it is not numerous."
General Bugeaud 1812.

"The British are always in a desperate hurry to fight." Amarsing Thapa I8I4.

"Once the British Army has agreed to do something, it is done." Marshal
Canrobert c. 1855.

"The soldiers of other armies may bring knowledge and discipline into the field,
and may comport themselves sternly and stubbornly from an enforced obedience. But
have any of these men the moral force of the British soldier?" J.Ii.Stoqueler.

"The world has no stauncher fighting men than the British soldier." Archibald
Forbes 1894.

"If ever a people or a nation exemplified the phrase 'brave to a fsult' it is
the British. If they had been less brave, there would have been many fewer faults

( ofthoPcninau-
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and more victories. Caution they have not; they just bunt ahead and take the conse
quences." Captain Slocum, U.S. military observer in the Boer War, 1902.

"The Guards Brigade...was practically a living embodiment of the...qualities of
the British soldier. An extraordinary bravery and toughness." Rommel 1942.

These comments, made mostly by observers with hostility or at least impartiality
toward the British, must convince even the most sceptical that the British soldier,
in action, is something better than the rest.

Victory in the Peninsular War cannot be explained away solely by the undoubted
genius of Wellington, for he was not always present - for example, Albuhera, and look
what Soult said about that! And what effect did the Duke's skill have in a simple

, "pounding match" like V/aterloo? As Napoleon said on that very occasion, "How beauti
fully these English fight! But they must give way." But they didn't!

Nor is it true to say that they were always opposed by bad troops; true, in some
cases their enemy was very poor, but the Grande Armee was a very different matter.
And frequently British forces were victorious in spite of, rather than because of,
their commanders.

The basic character of the ^ritish soldier - ignorant, drunken, blasphemous
vagabond that he sometimes was - was the vital factor. He was never a plaster saint;
the social background from which he came and the conditions under which he lived pre
vented this; but in action the British soldier, and his descendents throughout the
world, has never had 8n equal.

To those who disagree, and to those who denigrate the British soldier for
reasons best known to themselves, I would say: look at the facts, and, more import
ant, the unbiased views of those whom the British have fought; I think they will come
to the right conclusion.

I think it only right that someone should defend the ordinary British soldier,
who cannot now defend himself.

Why not tell some of these people to read some of your excellent books before
writing letters and articles of this nature!!!

MAKE
YOUR OWN
ARMY*

AIRFIX FIGURE CONVERSIONS

THE 3CER ./AR

by

Mike Lockyer

-FFICHR - './orld War I British officer is source.

Cap brim is removed also lower coat pockets
.nd gun holster.

Helmet is made from plasticine and a thin
linear of plasticine makes a repositioned revolver
AOlster.

Painting as for O/S except brown leather Sam Browne equipment, brown gaiters
and boots.



HINCHLIFFE MODELS

Station St., Meltham,
Huddersfield HD7 3NX

England
25mm ANCIENTS

Sassanid PersiansEarly Imperial Rome:

AR 4 Centurion
AR 3 Light Infantry Slinger
AR 5 Senior Officer
AR 8 Asiatic Archer Cavalry

Cavalry - ARC 3 German Guard Cavalry ASC 3 Light Cavalry

25mm COLONIAL

BC 10 Indian Regular Infantry Advancing Cavalry - BCC 5 British Hussar Trooper
BC 11 Fuzzy-Vuzzy with spear and shield BCC 6 3ritish Hus3ar Officer
BC 12 Zulu crouching behind shield BCC 7 British Hussar Trumpeter

25mm NAPOLEONIC BRUNSWICK

Cavalry - BRNC 1 - Hussar Trooper: BRHC 2 - Hussar Officer: BRHC 3 - Hussar Trumpeter

20mm RANGE - BRITISH

AS 1

AS 2

Levy Spearman

Mercenary Light Infantry with bow.

B 9 Artilleryman holding shell
BIO Artilleryman - II.CO. with binoculars

Bll

B12

Artilleryman manning gun
Artilleryman - Officer with map board

20mm EQUIPMENT RANGE

20/27 British V.'.V.'.II 17 pdr Anti-tank Gun - 75p.

25mm EQUIPMENT RANGE

25S British Napoleonic Baggage Wagon
25Y A.C.W. Limber - 45p
25Z A.C.W. Pontoon Wagon - 90p

Principals: F.Hinchliffe
RGilder

90p

Napoleonic WARGAMES FIGURES by S.E.G.O.M.

Wh.it you have always wanted perfectly proportioned wargames
figures in correct anatomical scale. Easily converted to your
requirements. Matching the popular 25 mm scale. Make a superb
diorama al lilllo cost. Latest issues:

Marshal ol Franco Mounled-Brllish Rilleman-
Bnlish Guardsman

French Grenadiers ol Ihe Guard
Officer-Colour Bearer-Drummcr-Grenadior
French Line Infantry
Officer-Colour Bcarcr-lnfanlryman
French Light Inlanlryman
French Artillery Man. (This is .1 combination figure moulded

with lour arms to give various positrons).
Allied Armies

in Kilt

Prussian Officer-Colour Bearer-Prussian Inlanlryman
Austrian Officer—Colour Bearer—Austrian Infantryman-

Austrian Grenadier
Russian Officer—Colour Bearer—Russian Infantryman
Napoleonic Cavalry

IRiders are all combination figures moulded with three arms.
Horsos are separate).

French Hussar In Shako-French Hussar In Colback-French
Lancer

French Oragoon—French Cuirassier—Prussian Lancer—
Rus anCu

Standard B
Foot Figures 7|p e
Cavalry Figu

available for all cavalry listed,
h. Colour Bearers Foot 15p in
each. Cavalry Standard Bean20p

Postage and Packing 5p per order. LIST

Sole Agents for U.K.

MODEL FIGURES & HOBBIES

8 Cull.• ii Squart North, Bcllast BT1-6AS

Teleplmne 0484-850654
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BATTLE REPORT

OF THE MONTH

BATTLE OF ESPAHEA

by

D.o.Clarke

Espanea, a fictitious village in .Vestern Spain,

is the right flank of the French invasion forces.
I'hc French and British Commanders-in-Chief facing each other to the .-last, both want
ed control of the village and the East-r/est roads it controlled.

The battle began at 12.00, the two French corps being in position either side
of the hill.

French 1st Corps - 3 Line Infantry Btns. French 2nd Corps - 2 Guard Btns.
1 Light Infantry 3tn. 2 Line Infantry Btns.
1 Field Gun 1 Field Gun.

2 Sqds Light Cavalry. 2 Squs. Light Cavalry.
2 Companies Riflemen. 1 Company Riflemen.

Reserve (to the rear of the 2nd Cor,>s) - 2 Sqds. Light Cavalry.
1 Line Infantry Btn.

The British Guards Division, by 12.00 had reached the bridge over the stream,
on the G.E. road. 3ut they had been forced marched and required 2 hours in which to
form for battle, this to be carried out on the south bank of the stream.

Guards Division - 2 Guards 3tns.

1 British Line Infantry Btn.
1 Spanish Line Infantry Btn. (with one British officer).
1 Howitzer battery.
2 Companies of ififles.

The village was garrisoned by a battalion of Spanish Irregulars, who had made an
attempt at fortifying the village with logs. The British force commander, who arriv
ed on the field at 13.00 with his escort of one Light Cavalry Regiment, was told that
the local guerilla leader and 2't of his men had taken up hidden positions in the
broken ground to the ./est of the village. Both force commanders had also been in
formed by their respective Commander-in-Chiefs that supports had already been des
patched to them at various times.

SI-ST HOVE: (1 move = 2 hours).

rVhile the British Guard were forming up, the French commander sent part of his
left corps to occupy the field, while the Guard's battalions moved to attack the
village. His right division moved forward to support the Guards attack, the field
guns being moved, one towards the north road junction and the other towards it's
position midway between the house and the field.

The Irregulars occupying the village opened fire on the advancing French, but
with no effect (Irregulars - 1 from each firing dice). The French rifles replied
taking off one defender. The Irregulars then tested their morale (-3 from total for
Irregulars and -2 for Regulars), their morale being good they continued the defence.

SECOND HOVE:

The British now formed up, sent one Guard Bn supported by the Spanish Bn along
the road towards the village, they were able to advance as far as the southern out
skirts. The second Guards Bn, supported by the British Line Bn on it's right flank,
moved forward to occupy a position in line with the southern end of the field. The
howitzer continued trundling along the road towards it's position near the bridge.
The Light Cavalry Regt. moved up to the south-eastern edge of the village.

i'he French divisions, with a few adjustments for position, opened fire on the
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village defenders while one Guard Bn charged the north-eastern face. Both French
field guns continued to move into position and were thus unable to fire this move.
The French Light 3n occupying the broken ground did not spot the guerillas, who were
well hidden, but they in turn refused to fire (guerillas require a dice throw of k,
5, 6 to open fire).

The charging Guards unit engaged the defenders of the ::.E. wall in melee, both
sides suffering light casualties, but the heavy supporting fire from the French Line
units started to clear the other walls of defenders. The defenders return fire being
quite ineffective.

By the end of Lhe move the defenders surprisingly survived their morale test and
were able to continue the fight.

At the beginning of this move the 3ritish Light Division appeared on the S.'.V.
road, but spent the whole of the move in column moving along it.

British Light Division - 2 i-ight Infantry 3ns.

" ~~ 1 Hifie Bn.
1 Company of iiifles.
1 Battery Horse Artillery.

THIRD MOVE:

iVhile both force commanders were surveying their respective attacks they received
the following messages:-

BRITISH - Information from guerillas in French rear.

French morale seems to be very poor due to lock of supplies, and it is thought
that all infantry units with the possible exception of the Guard, will suffer -2 on
all morale dice throws. Also that the French Artillery are nearly out of ammunition.

FRENCH - From officer in charge counter espionage.

I have sent, as instructed, one of my agents to the British, he will tell them
that our army is in a poor state of morale and that our artillery is nearly out of
ammunition. You can expect them to attack in force within the next few hours. In
formation has also been received that the British have more troops expected to arrive
during the night, but have no idea as to size or composition.

(The Umpire trying to hide a smile, sat back to watch the fun.)

The British commander however decided on caution (or smelt a rat), and did not
put in the expected assault. Instead he reinforced the village defence with the
first Guard Bn and withdrew the defen .ers from the N.E.wall behind the inner wall.

The French commander, expecting an attack, again made only minor adjustments to
his forces with the exception of his Light Cavalry which he had gathered from each
corps and formed into one regiment. These he sent against the leading British Light
Bn on the west flank. The cavalry hit before the Light troops could fire, taking off
a third of their number on impact. ^'he morale of these Light troops held, and were
able to stand and continue the fight by the end of the move.

Meanwhile grape and volley fire from the investing French troops virtually wiped
out the Spanish forces left in the village, and greatly reduced the strength of the
Guards. The defenders return fire was again ineffective due mainly to the position
of the inner wall not allowing all their fire to bear.

By the field the French field gun caught the British Line unit with grape, taking
off five men, their resulting morale throw forcing them into rout which was not
stopped for h hours.

Further British and French reinforcements had arrived at the beginning of this
move.

French - 1 Regt. Lancers British - 1 Heavy Dragoon Regt. (This unit had been
1 Regt. Heavy Cavalry forced marched for 3 days, and was un-
1 Bty. Horse Artillery able to take part in the battle for up

to h hours.) Note:- It could have been
committed before this period but would have been classed as Light Cav. with low morale
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Once more the guerillas refused to fire, and remained hidden.

FOURTH MOVE:

At the begining of this move, (after he had written his orders) the French
commander received the following message:-

Frora Co...mander-in-Chief French Army - I have been defeated to your east, you
must keep open the Bast-West road to allow my army to retreat on its bases. The lead
ing units are my only formed troops and will reach you by 01.00 hours. They consist
of 1 Guard Infantry 3n., 2 Light Infantry Bns and k Rifle Companies. You must have
the road clear by 12.00 tomorrow.

The French commander continued the cavalry/infantry melee, the cavalry again
dealing a crippling blow to the Light Infantry, whose morale finally failed and were
forced into full retreat. One squadron ->f this Cavalry Unit however attempted to melee
the horse gun on the west flank of the Light Division, but were virtually wiped out.
But this move by the cavalry did cover an ill-judged split move by the French Light
Bn., which came out of the broken ground, and would have suffered heavy casualties
had it not been covered by the cavalry attack.

^'he British commander had decided to abandon the village, pulling back the Guards
Bn to the road junction, the French immediately occupied the northern half of the
Tillage.

The casualties were very light, as most of the infantry found themselves out of
range of each other. Again the guerillas refused to open fire.

FIFTH MOVE:

At the begining of this move the British commander received the following
message (again after he had written his move in):-

Message from Commander-in-Chief 3ritish Army - I have routed a French army to
the East of you, and am sending my reserve to your command - 1 Light Cavalry Segt.,
1 Battery Royal Horse Artillery, 5 Bns British Line Infantry, 1 Bn Spanish Regular
Infantry, 3 Companies of Rifles and 1 Howitzer Battery. They will arrive by 01.00
hours tonight. You must block the East-West road to the north of the village by
12.00 tomorrow to stop the enemy retreat and allow me to finish him off.

The French Light Cavalry meanwhile attempted to continue further their melee with
the British Light Infantry, but were caught in flank and rear by the British Dragoons
and were forced to surrender.

The end of this move found the French occupying £ of the village, and both sides
receiving very light casualties, i'he only highlight being a lucky ball hit by the
French centre field gun which killed the commander of the Spanish Regular 3n. It's
morale went and they ended up in rout along the S.E. road. The guerillas (need I say)
once again refused to fire.

At the end of this move darkness fell bringing an end to all fighting until dawn
in 6 hours time.

i'iote: ^ach commander had three moves in which to position his forces, no unit could
construct hard cover during dark but could make soft cover defences.

Dawn - (see map for positions of each Army).

."iliiTII MOVE:

The British surprisingly using the French column formation, sent three columns
and one Light Cavalry Regiment against the French East flank units. All of them
except the Light Cavalry were able to melee before the French could open fire, but
lost their impact values in crossing the soft cover defences. It took the Light
Cavalry the whole of the move to clear it's way through these defences and therefore
were unable to melee.

The British scored another success when one of it's howitzers firing on the N.E.
house missed but hit the French Horse gun limber, which exploded, but caused few
casualties.
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The French cavalry in the centre charged down the road, the logs having been re
moved during the night, and were able to melee the Line Infantry covering the road
junction. Although they inflicted casualties on the infantry they were unable to
break them.

On the ./est flank the only attack was made by the British ^ight Infantry who
charged the French Light Infantry in the broken grounu. Although they received heavy
fire as they charged in they were able to make contact, both side standing after the
melee. •'•he only decisive point on this flank was the destruction, by the British
Horse gun, the French field gun on it's second attempt.

TENTH MOVE:

The columns started to push back the French infantry, whose line enveloped the
flanks of the columns as they cleared the soft cover. The French commander also
threw in his Guard Bn at this point in an attempt to stop them.

The British Light Cavalry having cleared the soft cover routed the French Line
Unit to it's front and then went on to counter-attack the French Heavy Cavalry thrown
against it. All the French gun crews at this point were forced to abandon their guns.

In the centre the French cavalry continued it's fight with the British Line, but
were still unable to break them.

On the .Vest flank the British Light Infantry broke their French counterparts,
sending them off in rout. The dragoons charged but misjudged the distance, only 2
squadrons were able to make contact, the remainder suffering heavy casualties, but
stood their morale test.

ELEVENTH MOVE:

The column/French Infantry fight continued, the ^ritish commander sending in the
Spanish Regulars in an attempt to break the deadlock, but failed. His Light Cavalry
however had tremendous luck in beating the French Heavy Cavalry and forcing them to
withdraw. Into the gap thus created charged the second British Light Cavalry Regi
ment, meeting in a head on clash with the counter-charging French Lancers, both sides
stopping each other dead.

The centre cavalry at last broke the Line unit, who were forced into full re
treat, followed up by the cavalry, and taking with them the crew of the eastern
howitzer battery. On the .Vest flank a fire fight developed between the British
uuards, Spanish .iegulars and the French Line Unit holding the village, this resulted
in the Guards retreating and the Spanish routing. /is the Spanish troops fled passed
the western howitzer battery, the crew joined their rout. The ;ragoons on this
flank eventually got in with the French Light units but failed to break it, but was
itself sent into retreat having lost heavily in the melee.

T,;ELTH MOVE:

Once again the Infantry fight on the East flank ended in stalemate, one 3ritish
column being cut to pieces but its place being taken by the Spanish Regulars who were
fighting extremely well. But the cavalry action resulted in a decisive victory for
the British, The Light Cavalry, after sending the French Heavy into further retreat,
disengaged and stopped the French Reserve Line Bn from joining the Infantry melee.
The other Light Cavalry, completely defeated the Lancers, sending them back across
the road and onto the hill. One squadron of this unit stopping to block the road,
the others chased the lancers up the hill, cutting them to pieces.

The British commander sent his last Infantry Bn against the French Infantry in
the village, although suffering badly it did force them out of the village but was
forced to retreat itself. The British Horse gun covered by Riflemen, came forward
to the East entrance to the village, fired one round of grape and sent in rout the
French Line Infantry unit lining the N.W.wall. The Guards unit on its flank also
broke, withdrawing in full retreat.

On the West flank nothing spectacular seemed to be happening, both sides settl
ing down to a fire fight, neither attacked at this crucial point. The only success
being the French riflemen who wiped out the British Horse gun crew. But then the
French Line Bn breaking from the H.W. wall of the village, took with it the remnants

of the French Light Bn, that had been in the broken ground, the French Guard Bn, and
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also the Line unit from in front of the Guards.

At this point 12.00 the game finished - a victory for the British, due mainly
to the valiant efforts of their Light Cavalry breaking through on the East flank and
blocking the road. Although the French still held most of the villa e, their casu
alties were greater than the British and over half of their remaining uncommitted
Infantry were in rout.

The guerillas? ..ell, we can only assume they went home, if in fact they bother
ed to stay in the first place, t-ne thought was that they had bribed the umpire (who
throw all their dice) this comin- of course from the rather irate British commander.

L-- Lj«b~ i*r

lh - ClKt/T /ff

•=- =- <Va/S.
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DEDUCTIVE WARGAMB RULES

by

Robert W. Jones

While discussing medicine recently with a doctor friend of mine, he made the
point that too many doctors are in the position of suppressing the symptoms of an
illness, rather than eliminating the cause. The thought occurred to me at that time
that doctors are not the only ones using this approach.

Many rules used by wargamers are perfect examples of curing the symptoms with
out getting to the cause. A wargamer reads of some isolated case where light infan
try performed some tactical manoeuvre. He immediately writes yet another rule into
his set, forcing this new found tactic on his fellow wargamers. This will be rule
number 5,220. He has neatly reproduced another "symptom" of Napoleonic warfare, but
he has failed to ask the question "Why do they do this?" Is there some logical
historical reason for the action that can be stated as a general case? Unfortunate
ly, he has not looked for the cause, but has been lured into uncritically duplicat
ing the svmptom. He is not rewarding actions on the game board that reflect contem
porary battle conditions, but, rather, outlawing actions that do not fit the stric
tures of a specific "symptom" he has read about.

An example of this is the gamer who reads that seldom were light infantry
battalions, such as the French Legere or British Rifles, completely deployed into
skirmish order. Usually, mo more than one-half of a light battalion was sent for
ward in skirmish order. The remainder was kept in formed order in the rear where it
served as a reserve which could either support the forward elements, or form a refuge
if the skirmishers got into trouble.

The symptom oriented gamer writes a rule that legalistically prohibits sending
forward more than one-half of the unit. It just ain't allowed! Voila! How much
better than this is the approach that asks "why?" and seeks the cause. A little
research and reason will lead one to the conclusion that formed reserves were kept
so that the battalion commander would not lose complete control of his troops! There
was no room for decisions of support or withdrawal if the entire battalion was
scattered! If they were forced to withdraw, upon what point would they form or
rally? A bugle call can only do so much.

Perhaps the rule is better written to say that a commander could deploy all,
three-fourths, one-half, or just one-quarter of his battalion, but any company of
skirmishers that does not have a formed reserve of compnrable numbers to the numbers
skirmishing will, if contacted by enemy troops, be thrown into permanent disorder
for the remainder of the engagement. A judicious commander is then rewarded, while
a gambling CO. could try to send forward his whole light force in skirmish order,
but with an increased chance of losing them to disorder.

All of this comes back upon the problem of writing rules to reflect a general
case, as opposed to snow-balling aggregates of specifics to form a restrictive set
of rules. A medical doctor learns the general construction of the human body, then
applies this knowledge to the specific aberrant cases. Rules written to portray a
given historical period must first strive to indentify the commonalities of all war
fare in that period, then use specific cases to confirm or adjust this norm. Too
often rules concentrate on all the differences in French, English and Russian
weapons, organisation, and tactics, blithely ignoring the much more substantial
similarities. All too often it was the strategic situation, or the excellence of
command that decided a battle, not any inherent superiority or flaw in the troops.

I think if worgamers base their rules on the deductive rather than the in
ductive they will have better results.

»•****»»

The Scottish Military Collectors Society National Convention and
Auction is in Perth on the 15th October 1972. There will be a 5 day
tour of Regimental Museums, etc., for those who wish to visit them.
Further information from:-

W.A.Nicholson, O.B.E.,
Tourist Promotion (Scotland),

19 Coates Crescent,
Edinburgh EH3 7AF.
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MUST LIST

*

The set of figures pictured above are Scruby Miniatures, made in America by this
veteran wargamer who was one of the first commerical manufacturers of wargames
figures. When you study the picture, bear in mind that it is reduced in printing to
about 60$ of its original size. Beginning at the left is a 20mm French Grenadier of
1810; the next i3 the same figure in 25mm scale; then a 1 inch size Grenadier of the
French Imperial Guard of 1870; a French Grenadier of 1810 in 30mm scale; then comes
a* 40mm scale Hungarian musketeer of the Seven Years War and on the right a 60mm
Saxon Grenadier of 1812. The purpose of printing this picture is to pictorially
bring out the respective differences in size of the various scales of model soldiers.
At the moment there is a considerable amount of disquiet in the wargaming world be
cause the so-called 20 or 25mm acales of one manufacturer bear no resemblances in
size to the same named scales of another manufacturer, hence a wargamer buys a make
of figures different to those of the bulk of his army, anticipating that they will
add colour and a different aspect to his forces, only to find that they are either
midgets or giants when compared! Seemingly, the disparity arises from the fact that
there is no clear cut code as to the way in which the master figure is measured -
some designers measure from the sole of the foot to the top of the head; others from
the bottom of the base to the top of the head and yet another measurement is from the
top of the hat to the underside of the base. At present most manufacturers seem to
label their figures 20mm; 25mm or 30mm so that it is possible to avoid confusing 20
and 25mm figures although a further complication arises from the fact that Airfix
call their figures H0/00 scale! Roughly speaking it seems to me that one can say
that Airfix figures and the original range of Miniature Figurines 20mm figures will
blend in with each other whilst the new Hinchliffe World War II 20mm figures have
been specially designed to fill gaps in the modern range put out by Airfix. Higgins,
Lamming, Garrison, Douglas and the recently arrived Springwood plastic figures will
all blend in with each other. However, Minifigs 25mm figures and Hinchliffe figures
of the same scale will NOT match each other because the latter more closely resemble
a 30mm figure (and in fact some of their Colonial range have been painted up and
fight alongside my 30mm Scruby, SAE and other makers figures).

Coming back into favour are my favourite scale - the 30mm figure which, at the
beginning of wargaming in this country and America wa3 the universally accepted size.
Here again there is a considerable disparity in scales. Originally, the only avail
able 30mm figures were those made by the Swedish African Engineers (long since out
of production and now almost collectors items), figures sold by Jack Scruby and made
by himself, Tom Cox and Holgar Eriksson of Sweden; then there were the also discon
tinued range of very cheap and excellent plastic 30mm figures put out by Ronald
Spencer-Smith. Large numbers of figures by all these makers in this scale grace ray
wargames table and the shelves of my room and can be seen in all the photographs
that illustrate my various wargaming books. Then Tradition began to sell what are
perhaps the most beautiful wargames figures of all, the 1-inch (Crimean War range)
and so called 30mm range designed by the great Charles Stadden. The 1-inch range
was to my mind about the finest wargames figure ever made, both for its design and
convenient size but unfortunately for reasons best known to themselves Tradition only
turned out a very small range of English Infantry figures of the Crimean War period
and have never shown the slightest inclination to turn out a Russian enemy or any
other period in this size. The 30mm Stadden figures are enjoying a boom because of
the incredible reduction of 50$ in their price so that they can now be obtained for
lOp each (although the cavalry are still comparatively expensive at 60p each). This
range of figures covers Seven Years War; The American Revolution; Napoleonic; British
Colonial; World War I and World War II. But, in reality they are a 35mm figure and
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will not fit in with the 30mm figures of makers already mentioned - some idea of the
respective differences in sizes can be obtained by saying that a Stedden "30mm"
figure and any other 30mm figure are about as different as the middle two figureB in
the picture on the top of the previous page. Recently'Miniature Figurines have begun
to bring out a line of what they call "True 50mm figures" but they are also a 35mm
figure and whilst they will blend in perfectly with the Stadden range they are too

big for the pther 30mm ranges.

Well, all that was written to try and clear the air but on re-reading it it
seems to me to be a bit confusing! However, I hope that the readers can sort it out
so that it will be of some use to them. As a general rule of thumb I think that one
can use the photograph above and say that there is a respective disparity in sizes
between a 20 and a 25mm figure as indicated by comparing the first two figures in the
picture; that there is a respective disparity between the usual 25mm figure and the
Hinchliffe 25mm figure by comparing figures two and three; and that the respective
disparity between the normal 30mm figure and the Stadden/Minifig 30mm figure can be
assessed by comparing figures three and four.

There is nothing that appears in this Must List that is of more importance than
model soldiers so I am very pleased to be able to mention a number of different
makers again this month. I have in front of me the new Miniature Figurines catalogue,
a large 12" by 8" publication with a very colourful cover. I cannot see the price of
the catalogue anywhere but it is such a nicely produced affair with so many pictures
that I imagine that it will cost something in the region of 25p. Neville Dickinson
tells me that hi3 talented designer Dick Higgs has just completed a very impressive
set of masters to cover all the Ancient fifrures described in the book "The Armies and
Enemies of Imperial Rome 150 BC to 600 AD" by Phil Barker (reviewed in the June 1972
Wargamer's Newsletter). Seemingly great minds think alike, because I am told that
Peter Gilder of Hinchliffe Figures has also turned out the same range! So you take
your pick (bearing the varying scales in mind of course!)

Last month I reviewed an excellent range of Napoleonic Cavalry sent me by
Hinchliffe Figures. Last Saturday I took them down to the monthly meeting of the
Wessex Military Society where they were much admired, numerous attempts being made
to buy or swop some of them from me but they are so impressive that I intend the
Personality Figures, trumpeters, officers, etc, to take their place in the ranks of
my NaDoleonic armies - although I am constantly swearing dreadful oaths to the effect
that I have enough figures and do not intend to get any more but these manufacturers
keep bringing out such mouth-watering figures that I just do not have the will power
to resist them!

Earlier on in this feature I mentioned figures made by Jack Scruby of P.O. Box
3125, Visalia, Calif. 93277, U.S.A. Because of postal and customs problems together
with the inevitable long wait after ordering, Jack Scruby'3 figures have never re
ceived the credit or popularity in this country that they deserve. Therefore it is
a great pleasure that I mention his latest list which includes a very nice little
range of 30mm miniatures of the Zulu War of 1879, with British Infantry in campaign
uniform in various positions plus 3ome very attractive British sailors in those
lovely straw hats they wore at that time. Then there are British Cavalry in campaign
uniform (including Frontier Light Horse); Zulu Warriors in a variety of positions and
a small range of British Infantry in dress uniform wearing the pickelhaube helmet.
Then, in the 25mm range there are some new Napoleonic figures - French infantry march
ing with their muskets slung; French infantry standing at attention with a musket at
the carry; Sappers, Voltigeur3, Battalion Commander (on horseback) and some French
Artillery Units in sets consisting of three gunners in various poses with an officer
and a choice of 4 lb, 6 lb, 8 lb or 12 lb guns - this range includes Guard and Line
Foot Artillery. Of course there are literally thousands of other figures in Jack's
catalogue which is a very fine booklet in its own right. A new Scruby idea seems to
me to be very attractive is his Neuchatol Battalion which is available in both 20 and
25mm scale. This is a Historic Tactical Wargame Unit on a 20:1 model soldier ratio
and consists of 37 infantry, 1 mounted officer and 1 cannon organised as follows:-

The Command Company - CO. on horseback, two sappers, one drummer

The Caribinier Company - Five Carabiniers advancing with slung muskets

The Voltigeur Company - Two VoltigeurB kneeling firing, two kneeling on guard
and one hornist.
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The Four Chasseur Companies - each composed of five ChasseurB advancing with
muskets slung

The Artillery Company - 1 6lb gun, one officer and three gunners.

The price for the Neuchatel Battalion in 20 or 25mm is #11.50 per set including
postage - this is about £4.50 but 20?o extra has to be added for overseas postage.

It is fitting to point out and add to the novelty of this Napoleonic Unit. By
Emperor Napoleon's'decree, Marshal 3erthier became Prince of the Swiss principality
of Neuchatel, and on May 11, 1807, the Neuchatel Battalion (of infantry) entered
French service. In command was Colonel Jean Henri de Bosset, a native of the town,
who had already served with distinction in the Grand Army. Because of their unusual
yellow uniforms, the men of the Neuchatel battalion were quickly nicknamed "The
Canaries", and in 1809 they commenced a long series of combat actions that did not
end until Napoleon's abdication. The "CanarieB" had one company of artillery (two
guns of six pound calibre) added to the battalion in 1808, giving them an additional
punch they found useful against the Austrians at Wagram, and in two years service in
Spain against guerillas and Wellington's army. In 1812 the Battalion made the long
march into Russia, and after much desperate action during the Retreat, they emerged
with seven privates, thirteen officers and no guns or equipment from this debacle!
Reformed once again up to strength in Switzerland, they fought at Dresden, Leipzig
and in the 1814 defence of France. When Napoleon abdicated, the Neuchatol Battalion
was disbanded. The Neuchatel was a Light Infantry (Legere) battalion, and at full
strength had 840 men, including the artillery company, artillery train, sappers and
.engineers. They were organised in the regular French system of one company of
Caribiniers (Grenadiers), one company of Voltigeurs, 4 companies of Chasseurs and
one company of artillery.

I am told by Alex Collet, the maker of the new Springwood Models of 00 and HO
scale plastic Napoleonic figures that there was a very good response to his advert
in the July issue of the Newsletter so that he has repeated it in this issue. War
gamers are strongly urged to support this striking piece of private enterprise which
turns out a small range of most convenient and readily adaptable figures together
with full colour details both of uniforms and their standards for the remarkably low
price of 48 figures for 29p (to which must be added 4p postage).

Steve Curtis of Bristol tells me that they have sold so many of their Western
Gunfight Wargames Rules that they are having to reprint a second edition this Autumn
and that the Wargamos Championship Convention will be featuring the Western Gunfight
in the Individual Championships. Mike Blake, Ian Colwill and Steve Curtis, together
with Ted Herbert, are compiling a set of Colonial Skirmish Rules which will be on
sale during September and Colonial games using these rules will be fought in the
Individual Championships at Leicester. These rule3 are based on, or rather, have
developed from the Gunfight rules, keeping the idea of small groups of individuals
skirmishing at close range but streamlining things to allow larger groups (15 to 30
men per side) to be used. Personalised wargaming with plenty of colour and dash is
still very much the keynote. Instead of ordinary dice, these rules use the percen
tage dice allowing much greater flexibility. Western Gunfight Rules at 50p (#3.30)
and the Colonial Skirmish Rules 80p (#4.00) can be obtainable from Steve Curtis -
the latter from September onward3. Steve also tells me that he has obtained the
"Star Trek Battle Manual" from Lou Zocchi in America and that it is very well pro
duced, neat, comprehensive with plenty of chat and thought provoking idea. It is
ideal for two or three people for an evening's battle or with more players and
spaceships it is perfect for Club meetings with inter-galaxy fleet actions. Lou
Zocchi has produced some excellent top-side scale drawings of the various spaceships
and using these rather than plastic models a fleet can soon be built. Being a board-
game nut, Steve says he may convert the game for play on a board which should speed
things and make for possibly more action. Details of the Star Trek Battle Manual
were given in the July and August Wargamer's Newsletter.

From Neptune Models Limited of 59 Boroughgate, Otley, Yorkshire, I have been
sent the current catalogue of plans for making 20th Century British Warships and a
variety of other vessels including 19th century sailing warships. These seem pretty
specialised but then Naval wargamors usually are fairly specialised 6u.t of people!

Bellona Military Vehicle Prints 32 and 33 have been received. The former covers
the German tanks Panzerkampfwagen III Ausfuehrung J (5cm KwK L/42); Panzerkampfwagen
III Ausfuehrung J (5cm KwK 39 L/60) and Panzer TV/70 Zwischenloesung (Sd Kfz 162/1).
Pamphlet 33 covers three Italian vehicles - two armoured cars and a tank. Informa
tion on Italian vehicles is hard to come by and World War II wargaraers will find this
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pamphlet very useful. Similarly the latest Squodron/Signol publication Armor Number
3 "German Halftracks in Action" is an absolute mine of information, containing 48
pages of excellent wartime photographs of these most adaptable and valuable German
vehicles. If I were a World War II wargaming enthusiast then my mind would be
boggling at all the scope offered by thi3 book which is obtainable for #3.95 (about
£1.75p including postage) from The Publisher, 5515 E. Ten Mile Road, Warren,
Michigan 48091. U.S.A.

Another new model soldier manufacturer has come on the wargaaing scene -
POGGFIGURES (3 The Grove, Bletchley, Bucks) have a small but interesting range of
25 and 30mm Napoleonics plus a few American Civil War types. The 30mm infantryman
and mounted soldier that I have seen, whilst they do not possess the professional
design and 'polish' of better known makers, are considerably cheaper also! Certain
technical difficulties in their casting are apparent but no doubt this will be over
come and POGGFIGURES will creditably add to the ever-growing range of wargames
fiiTures.

Chevron Service Stations in U.K. are offering ll£" x 14$" colour prints (16 to
a set) for every 4 gallons of petrol or 1 pint of oil. These are reproductions of
well known paintings and, in addition to nine sea battles and two air dogfights, in
clude 'The Thin Red Line'; 'Isandhlwana'; 'Charge of the Light Brigade' (by Caton-
Woodville); 'Dettingen' and 'The Captive Eagle' (Waterloo). Wooden frames to hold
these prints can be purchased for 90p. The offer ends 30th September 1972.

Micro-Mold Plastics, 1 Unifax, Woods Way, Goring-by-Sea, Sussex, have produced
an excellent Roman Marching Fort - an authentic model to 4mm (00/HO) scale, with a
palisade wall supplied on sn additional sheet, to stick into special fixing slots in
main fort base. Size 17" x 11" 53p per set (9^p postage). Ready at last is the
Bellona Booklet compiled by Terence Wise. Tells you how to make the best use of
your Bellona models, how to paint and enhance them with lichen, etc., how to combine
various sets together, and other useful information. Includes complete list of all
Bellona and Armtec items with illustrations. Price 12jVp (including postage).

THE ARMIES OF 1815

by

SPRINGW00D MODELS

Each kit contains 48 figures to 00 and HO scale; 12 of each British, French;
Prussian and Russian Line Privates in marching position. With each kit there
is also the following!

Details of the organisation of the regiments of these armies.
Details of the colours and standards, including 8 Prussian and 9 Russian.
Pull painting instructions, consisting of 26 uniform illustrations, with

descriptions in text covering conversions for officers and NCO's. This also
includes British Rifle Regiments and Russian Grenadiers. The text allows for
the figures to be painted to over 25 different regiments.

ALL OP THIS IS IN FULL COLOUR.Jl

Important Note - these figurea are moulded in POLYSTYRENE Plastic, a material
which carves easily without leaving a hairy, feathered edge and it can be stuck
using polystyrene cement. Therefor*)« the ideal figure for conversions.

PRICE - 29p per kit - only fromi- 0XF0RD MODEL CENTRE,
inc.'SOLDIER CENTRE'

94, St.Clements, Oxford.

Postage and Packing - 1 „nd 2 kits 4p; 5 or more lOp.

PLEASE ENSURE THAT YOUR TOTAL PAYMENT IS CORRECT.
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Books

FOCH - AS MILITARY COMMANDER by General Sir
James Marshall-Cornwall.(9" x 6"; 268 pages; 50
illustrations; 12 maps. Batsford - £4).

Very aptly Ferdinand Foch, French Commander-
in-Chief of the Allied Armie3 in 1918, reminded
me more and more of a wargamer as I followed his
career through the parre3 of this book, beautifully
produced in the manner that we have come to expect
from 3atsford. Just as many intense and enthusiastic wargamers avidly read all avail
able literature on their cho3en period while doggedly and often unsuccessfully pur
suing their misconceived impressions on the wargames table, so Foch displayed Gallic
elan in blindly and disastrously applying to modern war the archaic tactical lessons
he had single mindedly absorbed from studies of the Napoleonic Campaigns and the
Franco-Prussian War of 1870. The resemblance is heightened by Foch's attack
attack attack policy which caused him to throw-in real-live soldiers with the
same reckless abandon that marks the wargamer's practice of sacrificing metal and
plastic warriors in the same relative casualty scale. For much of the book, even
the author finds it difficult to grant his subject any qualities other than a re
lentless and optimistic self-confidence which could arise from a narrow, short
sighted, even unintelligent attitude that, in a man of Foch's standing, would be
generally unchallenged. The hard experience of the year6 1914-1918 changed Foch's
attitude to modern war and, just as Churchill was the man for the year in 1940, so
Marshal Foch revealed in 1918 that he possessed the ability to combine tenacity,

tact, optimism and the military co-ordinating experience of a lifetime to become a
competent "Production Manager" for the Allied drive to victory. A very interesting,
readable book about a colourful character who, with Haig and numerous other French
and British generals, cause me to thank God that I was in World War II a"d not World
War I!

WARFARE - by Michael Palmer.
£1.50pTT

(10" x 7a"; 96 pages; 69 illustrations. Batsford

One of the "Past-into-Present" Series, this book covers the history of warfare,
primarily so far as Britain is concerned, from the Romans up to the Post-War Period.
An amazing amount of information is packed into the relatively few pages of the book,
including some rather slanted political views that may, or mny not, be considered
pertinent in such a study. The illustrations are plentiful, relevant and first-class
and the price of the book, in this day and age, is one of its be3t selling points!

THE KING'S SHROPSHIRE LIGHT INFANTRY by J.R.B.Moulsdale. (8§" x 5£"; 92 pages;
26 illustrations. Leo Cooper - £2.10p).

Another of the "Famous Regiments" series, this one holds a pleasurable personal
angle for me that began when I discovered those wonderful poems in A.E.Housman's
"A Shropshire Lad" that mention the old 53rd. Liking their yellow facings, next I
built up a 50-strong regiment of the 55rd for my Napoleonic wargaming. Their colour
ful history, so fully and ably related in this book, bestow upon them an aura that
will, I hope, stand them in Rood stead on my wargames table.

0SPR3Y "MEN-AT-ARMS" SERIES are e'ich 10" x 7i" and contain numerous drawings and
illustrations including 8 full colour pages; £1.25p. The latest issues are:-

GEORGE WASHINGTON'S ARMY by Peter Young. Really well done and packed with in
formation, including an account of the 'battle' of Port Royal Island 1779 which is
tailor-made for the wargames table. If this little volume does not stimulate many
to take up the American War of Independence (particularly now that Airfix have pro
vided the figures) then I will be surprised!
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THE 50th PUNJABIS by James Lawford. Co-editor with Peter Young of that lovely
book "History of the British Army" Colonel Lawford actually served with this regi
ment. For the "colonial" wargamer this will be a most valuable book, containing
much detail of battles, uniforms, arms and equipment.

THE BUFFS by Gregory Blaxland. English County regiments don't come much more
typical than the Buffs whose title has gone into our language through the injunction
"Steady, the Buffs!" As this regiment took part in about every campaign involving
the British Army, the book contains details of many wars and periods. The wargamer
seeking an unusual colour for the uniforms of his units will leap at this one!

ARGYLL AND SUTHERLAND HIGHLANDERS by William McElwee. And they do not come much
more Scottish than this regiment, whose name is synonymous with all those kilt sway
ing, pipes-playing actions that colour our military minds. Every wargamer has Scots
regiments among his armies - this book will tell him all he wants to know about one
of the most famous of them.

WEREWOLF by Charles Whiting. (8$" x 5£"! 209 pages; 17 illustrations; 5 maps
and drawings. Leo Cooper - £2.75p).

A very readable, although highly fixtionalized, account of activities of German
Partisan Groups during the last days of the 5rd Reich. Authentic and well researched
but full of surmise and conjecture so far as thoughts, impressions, feelings and con
versations are concerned. Seemingly grossly overpriced also!

LOOKING AROUND

AIRFIX MAGAZINE - August 1972. Illustrated articles on modelling a Zulu and a Fuzzy-
Wuzzy; a mediaeval town; Afrika Korp3; plus reviews and other features.

AVALON HILL GENERAL - May-June 1972. All the latest gen on board wargames.

BATTLEFLSET - No.11. Illustrated articles on World War I and II Naval operations and

vessels.

MILITARY AFFAIRS (The Journal of the American Military History Institute). Of inter
est to wargamers "The 1940 Small Wars Manual"; Warfare on the Pampas in the 1870s;
plus excellent book and museum reviews.

MILITARY MODELLING - August 1972. Illustrated articles on cavalry in the Napoleonic
Wargame; Hinchliffe figure review; the S.A.S. and their jeeps; Armoured cars of the
R.A.P.; Micro Armour in 1/285 scale plus reviews etc

MODEL BOATS - August 1972. Tugs in Wartime; Russian Battleship Knyaz Souvorov (1899-
1902).

PANZERFAUST - No.53 - May-June 1972. Reshaped it contains articles on boardgames;
American Civil War cavalry; plus a game Midway Island.

SAVAGE AND SOLDIER - July 1972. Essential for the Colonial wargamer contains Sudan
Bibliography; The Abyssinian Army in 1886; The Italian Colonial Army 1892; films
dealing with Colonial Wars; plus reviews.

SCALE MODELS - August 1972. Nothing specifically for wargamers but lots of aircraft
and ships.

SIGNAL - No.20 - July 1972. Full of details of latest items plus news of John Mans
field, its lively editor, being posted to Europe for three years - that will liven
things up!

SOLDIER - July 1972. Well illustrated magazine of the modern British Army.

TRADITION - No.62. Uniforms of the Indian Mutiny; Italian Bersaglieri in China 1901;
The Fort Henry Guard; Argentine Lancers 1826; Mexico and the War of I846; Portuguese
Army 1806-1814; Imperial Russian Army plus book reviews, etc.

*******

THE LONDON ANCIENT WARGAMING CLUB

The first meeting of this new group was in May at the "Ordnance Arm3", 79 York
Road, Waterloo, London S.W.I., from 11 a.m. to 11 p.m., and subsequent meetings will
be held on 17th September, 29th October, 19th November and 10th December. (Third Sun
day monthly, except October and December).

Ancient Research Group Rules will be used initially, and wargamers should bring
their own equipment. A nominal charge of 15p will be made, to help towards the ex
pense of running the Club. Write for details to Jim Poulton, 14 Midhurst Avenue,
Muswell Hill, London N10 3EN.



THE NOTICE BOARD

FOR SALE: 70 French Napoleonic figures. Minifigs HO/00. Painted and unpointed,
Details 2.',.".. to M.Cooper, 3196 Mayficld Avenue, Halifax, ".3., Canada.

*******

:' ''. .:-:ALE: Collection of 2000 metal 20/25mm pointed Napoleonic figures. Send
S.A.3. for list giving descriptions of various units and prices, to Mr.CJ.Hawes,
227 Hoel Ron!, Acton, London W.3.

****¥•**

FOP. SALE; Pointed 'Oma Cavalry by Spencer Smith. Period - 1705-1790. Any
uniform pointed to your own specifications. 1,000 figures in stock. No more when
these have ..:one. Price lip each including postage and packing. Write to G.J.Morris,
c/o 20 Hands Orchard, Great Comberton, Hr.Fershore, n'orcestershire.

••••*•**

Tlr•• t well known firm of model soldier manufacturers Rose "iniatures have changed
their address to 15 Llsnover iioad, London, S.E.18. 3ST.

The flourishing Veotis "odel and Wargame Society, formed in March of thi:j ye
is brought to the notice of wargamers on the Isle of Wight. The Society caters not
only for war>:nmers but military enthusiasts, AFVs, ship.-., aircraft, etc. Anyone in
terested in joining please write to The Secretary, Richard White, White Lod-:e, 314
Upton Road, Ryde, Isle of vight, enclosing stamped addressed envelope.

ooOoo

Subscribers are requested to note that every care is taken to ensure that their
Newsletters are correctly addressed and safely dispatched. That being the case, it
is regretted that no responsibility can be taken for non-arrival and replacement
copies must be charged for - usually by deducting one month from the subscription
period. Books and other literature are packed once per month and dispatched so
please be patient - your order may have arrived just as a shipment had gone out!

ooOoo

SALE: Wargames Armies, mostly Airfix painted. Ancient, Mediaeval, 18th
Century, A.C.W., Colonial, W.W.I., W.V.'.II, Napoleonic, Naval, 250 vehicles including
conversions, over 2,000 figures. Personal callers welcome. Grainger, 2 Eastnor
Grove, Leamin.ton Spa, Warwickshire. Tel: 26702.

Amqriiona and Canadians Please Note!

Canadian and American Postal Honey Orders in dollars are nr
Britain and always have to be returned to sender. A dollar chet.
or else send ST..RL1NG Postal Money Orders.

ooOoo
I

Martin Leathwood of Hodbourne House, Rodbourne, Malmesbury, Wiltshire, would be
Pleased for subscribers to contact him if they know of any other wargaming magazines
to which he could subscribe', or alternatively arrange an exchange. He is particular
ly interested in any magazines that regularly publish articles on Board Games,
Miniature Rules and Battle Reports. Wargamin • Club News, in fact ANY magazine pub
lished by or for Wargamers or WargamiSig Club, and will gladly purchase at lease a
sample copy of any UK/European magazine which comes to his notice.

ooOoo

Back Numbers of WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER are available at 18p (48c) each from the
Editor. The only month's available are November 1968; January, April, June, July,
August an! October 1971; January, February and March 1972.

Louis Zocchi of 388 Montana, Victorville, Ca. 92362, U.S.A., has an extra
November '70 No.104 issue of the Newsletter which he would like to swap for an
October '70 No.103 if anyone happens to have one they would care to part with.

negotiable in Great
. can be negotiated,



THE LITERATURE OF WARGAMING

300KS BY DONALD FEATHSRSTO'iS - Personally inscribed and signed by the author.

"WA3GAHSS" - The ori;inal text book of wargrminj. £1.90. (#5.75).

"NAVAL WARGAMES" - Sea battles with model ships. .".1.65p. (#5.75).

"AIR WARGAMES" - Battles with model aircraft. £1.65p. (#5.75).

"ADVANCSD '•••'ARGjjMI-'S" - This follow-up book to "Wargameo" introduces a host of new
ideas and brings the hobby up-to-date. £2.40p. (#6.25).

"WA!u"iAM'i CAI'i'.';Ii';""" - This book caters for the experienced wargamer who is seeking
larger scale campaigns, but it is not too advanced for the relative beginner.
£1.90p. (#^.00).

"••.". ;•" :" t: '' ;:: '::: :. ;:: - .-'. v. : t :r-o-. /.;:" - "•• first >f • series that will
describe types of armies and soldiers, their arms and equipment, their method of
fighting and tactics. Dealing with the Ancient period - from Sumeria to the early
Middle Ages, this book classifies the armies in order of fighting ability. Has an
18 page bibliography. E3.00p including postage. (#0.00 U.S.A.).

"BATTLES WITH MODEL E0LrIS;;5" - A new and completely different book that introduces
the hobby and then expands the subject so that even the experienced wargamer will
find interest and value in its pages. Well illustrated with drawings and photo
graphs. (Published by David and Charles). *,2.90p. (#5.00).

'TTLITA.-':' MODELLING" - Is a book packed with instructions for moulding and casting
model soldiers; on making military vehicles, guns and buildings; on soldering,
jluin^- and painting; making dioramas and display cabinets. There is an extensive
section dealing with the conversion of Airfix and Ilistorex plastic figures.
(Published by Kaye and ,-ard). £2.05p. (#6.00).

"HAND3C0" FOP. KOj.EL SOLDIER COLLECTORS" - An essential reference book giving details
of the world's figure-mnkers, museums, prints, books, records, dioramas, etc., etc.
Special edition for Wnrgamer's Newsletter subscribers - 85p. (#5.00).

"AT THEM WITH THE BAYONET!" - The 1st Sikh War 1845-6. £1.65p. (#5.75).

"MACDC'NALD OF THE 42nd" - The story of a Highlander of the Black Watch, in En. land,
during the Crimen and the Indian Mutiny. £3.20p. (#8.00 U.S.A.).

"OLD 3PITISH MODEL SOLDIERS, 1895-1918" - L.W.Richards, An illustrated reference
iuide for Collectors. £1.65p. (#5-75).

A series of handbooks dealin.T with wamning

1. Rules for \ncient Wargames (1000 BC to 900 AD) by Tony Bath.

2. Rules for Mediaeval period by Tony Bath.

3. Rules for 1750 period in Europe (with supplementary rules for operation
in America) by Tony Bath.

4. Rules for Napoleonic Wargames by Donald Featherstone.

5. Rules for American Civil War games by Donald Featherstone.

6. Rules for late 19th Century Wargames (including Colonial Wars against
Natives) by Donald Feotherstone.

7. Rules for 1917 period wargame in German South-West Africa (including rules
for early tanks, armoured cars, etc) by Donald Featherstone.

8. Rules for 1944 Normandy-type wargame by Philip Barker.

20p each (50c) or the set of 8 for £1.25p. (#3-50) including postage.

"WARGAMES TERRAIN" - Illustrated booklet describing how to construct realistic
battlefields. 55p. (#2.00).

These publications can be obtained by sending cash with order to WARGAMER'S
NEWSLETTER.

v. A11Jj°:i1fr ?J?d non sterling cheques require an additional 50 cents Bank handlin.
charge added to them.
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AIRFIX NEWCOMERS
V'

The world's biggest rangeofconstruction kits.
Airfik catalogue
•'•if lit *.'.iii.!.'ir,i
Airfiu books "• > available r

Deslith (Print &Design) LTD, 121.Commercial Rd.. Southampton. SOI OGH England
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